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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

WARNING
Whenever the body is in an elevated or raised position for any repairs, adjustments, service, or any
other reason, it must be securely blocked or propped so that it cannot fall, however, under no
circumstances should any repair, adjustments, or service be attempted on a loaded body when it is
in a raised position.

DISCLAIMER
This manual is intended to be used as a preventive maintenance guide for Lanau dump body.
All illustrations and photos should be used as references for preventive maintenance Lanau dump
body.
Lanau Industries inc. will not accept any responsibility or claims due to the fact that improper tools
or not original parts are use to fix of our equipment which maintenance is required.
Lanau Industries inc. reserve the rights to revise this guide and to modify the parts and equipment
without notice.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

To insure minimum wear of key pivot points, a periodic maintenance schedule should be
established depending on the usage of the product.
The illustration below indicates the key areas for grease lubrification as follows.
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Point #1.
Top hydraulic cylinder pin located inside the cylinder cage, near to the dump body floor.

Point #2.
Bottom hydraulic cylinder pin located in the bottom cylinder mount. The body has to be raised and
securely propped before lubricating.

Point #3.
Rear body pivot flaps located at rear underneath of dump body. There is one grease point for each
side.

Point #4.
Tailgate hinge located underneath the pivot point of hinge at top of tailgate. The body has to raised
ans securely propped with tailgate open. There is one grease point for each side.
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